Carmen Fong first began providing in-home Applied Behavior Analysis
(ABA) services to children with autism and their families in 2012
(Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada). From the beginning, she has been
passionate about teaching children and helping them grow. It was while
working with her first client, that she saw what a difference using ABA and
Fluency Based Instruction could do to change how successful children can
learn and how important data can guide successful intervention. As she
gained more experience, her interest in ABA grew and she moved to the
role as Program Manager for several teams. She also decided to pursue
further education in the field of ABA. Carmen has experience with a variety
of teaching methodologies including Fluency Based Instruction, Direct
Instruction, Verbal Behavior, Natural Environment Teaching, and Discrete
Trial Training. She has worked with other behavior analysts and agencies to
implement Precision Teaching, Fluency Based Instruction, use cumulative
based measures to improve instructional, and conduct higher quality staff
training modules and workshops using Behavior Skills Training.
Carmen is a Board Certified Behavior Analyst and currently holds a License in Behavior Analysis in the
state of Washington. She received a Master’s Degree in Education specializing in Autism and Applied
Behavior Analysis at Endicott College (Beverly, MA, USA) in 2017. She has experience with children with
autism up to age 12 and especially enjoys developing early language skills, play skills, and early adaptive
skills. She has worked on in-home therapy and consultation with schools. She maintains her credentials
and continues her education of ABA by attending conferences and workshops. She also maintains
memberships with the Association for Behavior Analysis International and the Standard Celeration
Society.
Carmen relocated to Bellevue, Washington in early 2020 to begin working with Accelerate Learning
Specialists International as a Behavior Analyst. She enjoys challenging herself at the gym, experimenting
in the kitchen, and learning modern calligraphy.

